Get Away to Europe’s Major Cities Like Paris, Prague, or Vienna With Marriott Breaks UK’s Holiday Package

This autumn, get away to some of Europe’s premier cities like Paris, Amsterdam, Prague, Dublin, Berlin and Vienna with Marriott Breaks UK’s two-night city holiday package.

Paris, France (PRWEB) November 12, 2011 -- Get away on a holiday city break to one of Europe’s most favored cities--from Paris, Amsterdam, Prague and Dublin, to Berlin and Vienna--with Marriott Breaks UK’s Two-Night City holiday package.

Paris Holiday Getaway: 2 night holidays starting from just £189!

Enjoy a holiday packages to Paris for as little as £189 this autumn, including airfare and 2 nights accommodations. Take advantage of this special autumn pricing and fall in love all over again with the "City of Lights."

Choose from one of the many wonderful hotels featured in this Paris getaway package, including:

- Courtyard Paris Defense West - Colombes
- Courtyard Paris Neuilly
- Courtyard Paris Saint Denis
- Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport Marriott Hotel
- Paris Marriott Hotel Champs-Elysees
- Paris Marriott Rive Gauche Hotel & Conference Center
- Renaissance Paris Arc de Triomphe Hotel
- Renaissance Paris La Defense Hotel
- Renaissance Paris Le Parc Trocadero Hotel
- Renaissance Paris Vendome Hotel

Amsterdam Travel Package: Get 2 nights with airfare from £199!

Plan an Amsterdam holiday vacation to remember with this special Amsterdam hotel and airfare package. Stroll along picturesque canals, marvel at iconic Dutch windmills and discover treasures in some of Europe’s most famous museums.

Choose from one of the following hotels featured in Amsterdam, including:

- Amsterdam Marriott Hotel
- Courtyard Amsterdam Airport
- Renaissance Amsterdam Hotel

Berlin Holiday Package: Enjoy 2 nights with airfare from £169!

Looking for an action-packed city break? Take advantage of Marriott’s Berlin travel deal, including two nights’ accommodations with airfare. Known as one of Europe’s hippest, most energetic cities, Berlin is the ideal destination for a weekend getaway.
Choose from one of the following hotels featured in Berlin, including:

- Berlin Marriott Hotel
- Courtyard Berlin City Center

Dublin Travel Package: Get 2 nights with airfare from £145!

Steeped in history and legend, yet youthful and thoroughly modern, Dublin juxtaposes dramatic landscapes and monuments with urban buzz and sophistication. Explore Ireland’s capital city for less with this lucky Dublin air and hotel package deal from Marriott Breaks.

Choose from one of Marriott’s fantastic hotels in Dublin, including:

- Ashbourne Marriott Hotel
- The Shelbourne Dublin, A Renaissance Hotel

Take a bite out of Vienna. Get 2 nights with airfare from £175!

For years, savvy travelers have come to Vienna to sample its food, music and culture. Experience the charming sidewalk cafes and first-rate museums with this hotel and airfare package deal from Marriott Breaks, starting at just £175.

Choose from a variety of Marriott hotels in Vienna, including:

- Courtyard Vienna Messe
- Courtyard Vienna Schoenbrunn
- Renaissance Wien Hotel
- The Imperial Riding School Vienna, A Renaissance Hotel
- Vienna Marriott Hotel

Art, architecture and savings: Get it all in Prague from £215!

The 1,000-year-old city of Prague is the political, business and cultural capital of the Czech Republic and one of the most exciting cities in Central Europe. Discover Prague with Marriott Break’s holiday deal, including two nights’ accommodations with airfare from just £215.

Choose from one of several Marriott hotels during a Prague getaway, including:

- Courtyard Prague Airport
- Courtyard Prague Flora
- Prague Marriott Hotel

For more information about Marriott Breaks UK’s two night holiday deals in cities across Europe, visit [http://www.marriottbreaks.co.uk](http://www.marriottbreaks.co.uk).
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